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Abstract—
The characteristics of wireless packet loss have been studied ex-
tensively. Most efforts focus on the temporal loss characteristics at
individualstations. For multicast protocols and applications, how-
ever, the relationship among losses at multiple nodes can directly
affect performance. In existing models, packet losses are generally
assumed to be spatially independent. In our experiments with an
IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN, however, we found that the losses at
multiple nodes can exhibit a certain degree of correlation. In this
paper, we attempt to quantifythis correlation, and demonstrate its
effect on multicast communication protocols. Analysis and simu-
lation results show that conventional packet loss models do not ad-
equately capture the loss characteristics exhibited in experimental
traces. Therefore, we propose a new approach for modeling packet
losses that explicitly accounts for spatial loss correlation. The im-
proved accuracy of the new approach, compared to conventional
models, is demonstrated by comparing results of simulations and
experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Group-oriented network applications, such as multimedia
conferencing,militarycommandandcontrol,andvideostream-
ing of live events, are typically constructed using underlying
multicast protocols. In a multicast protocol, a sender transmits
packets to multiple receivers simultaneously. Some multicast
protocols, such as those used to tranmit ﬁles, require strict re-
liable delivery of data [1], whereas others, such as those used
foraudio/videostreaming[2], areableto toleratelimitedpacket
loss due to the characteristics of the data stream. Error control
inmulticastprotocolsiscomplicatedbythefactthat aparticular
packet might be received by some receivers but lost at others,
due to disparate environmental conditions.
To predict the performance of multicast protocols through
simulation requires accurate models of packet loss on the con-
stituent networks. Unlike models for packet loss in unicast
communication,which focus primarily on temporal packet loss
behavior, models for multicast communication must also con-
sider spatial correlation in packet loss among the receiving
nodes. As one might expect, these models depend on the type
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of network. For example, research results show that there ex-
ists some degree of spatial packet loss correlation in wide area
networks, such as the MBONE [3]. An intuitive explanation
is, if a packet is lost somewhere in a multicast tree, all nodes in
thedownstreambrancheswill experiencethis loss. On theother
hand,mostwiredlocal areanetworksdonot exhibitthis “down-
stream effect,” since receivers are not organized hierarchically.
As a result, thecorrespondingpacketloss modelsassume losses
of multicast packets are spatially independent.
In the past few years, wireless local area networks (WLANs)
havebecomeanimportantcomponentoftheInternetinfrastruc-
ture, and their deployment is continuing at a rapid pace. In ad-
dition to supporting unicast connections for individual mobile
users, their multicast capability make WLANs well suited to
supporting group-oriented applications. Not surprisingly, how-
ever, the packet loss characteristics of WLANs differ greatly
from their wired counterparts and require a totally different
packet loss model. Of particular interest to those researchers
studying the behavior of multicast protocols, is the degree of
spatial correlation in packet loss for multicast packets.
Wireless packet losses depend on errors at the signal level,
which have been studied extensively [4,5]. It is commonly ac-
cepted that two major factors contribute to errors on wireless
channels: the deterministic signal energy degradation, and the
randomnoise andfading. Since bothdependon the physical re-
lationship between the receiver and the sender (often an access
point),wireless channelerrors(andhencethepacketlosses) ob-
served by different receivers are assumed to be spatially inde-
pendent. Such losses can be simulated efﬁciently using ﬁnite-
state Markov models [6]. For example, the two-state Markov
model describes wireless channels to be alternatively in either
“good” or “bad” states. In good states, few if any packets will
be lost during transmission, while in bad states, many packet
losses will occur. This model offers a reasonable approxima-
tion of wireless packet losses and is widely used due in part to
its relatively low computation overhead. More recently, higher
orderMarkovmodels[7,8]havebeenproposedtotradecompu-
tation overhead with model accuracy. at each We refer to such
models as the independent models.
To investigate the accuracy of such models, we conducted a
large number of experiments in a IEEE 802.11 WLAN testbed.
1Somewhat surprisingly, the resultant traces of multicast packet
loss clearly exhibit a degree of spatial correlation, even when
we factor out losses due to congestion at the access point. We
attribute the resulting propagation loss correlation to two phe-
nomena. First, receiversclose toacommonobstructionornoise
source may experience common packet losses. Second, we
conjecture that the transmission power at the sender may vary
slightly for different packets. Therefore, two receivers at ap-
proximately the same distance from the sender are both likely
to lose a “weak” packet simultaneously.
We quantify the degree of spatial correlation using a metric,
loss density, which is the fraction of receivers experiencing a
particularpacketloss. Bothsimulationandexperimentalresults
show the value of loss density has signiﬁcant impact on the per-
formance of multicast protocols. Based on these results, we ar-
gue that a realistic multicast packet loss model should account
for spatial correlation. Although approaches have been pro-
posedto model spatial loss correlationat the signal level[9,10],
these methods are computationally intensive and hard to inte-
grate with existing packet-level loss models used in network
simulation.
In this paper we propose an efﬁcient multi-stage modeling
strategy to account for loss density in wireless multicasting. In
Section 2, we discuss prior work in modeling wireless losses
and multicast losses, respectively. We also formally deﬁne the
concept of loss density and demonstrate its effect on multicast
protocols. In Section 3, we introduce our experimental envi-
ronment and our trace collection procedure. We analyze the
packet traces and quantify the loss correlation in Section 4. In
Section 5, we describe the approach for modeling correlated
packet losses, and compare the results with that of the indepen-
dent models as well as experimental traces. We conclude the
paper in Section 6, summarizing the problem and our solution,
and pointing out possible future research directions.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section we present the background of wireless packet
loss modelingas well as therelatedworkonspatialloss correla-
tion. We also deﬁnetheconceptoflossdensityanddemonstrate
its effect on multicast protocols.
A. Wireless Packet Loss Modeling
Experimental packet traces reveal that packet losses are
bursty in wireless networks [7, 11]. In a loss burst, most of
the transmitted packets will be lost, while in a loss-free burst,
there are few or no packet losses. It is straightforward to use
a two-state Markov chain to model the behavior of a wireless
channel. The Gilbert-Elliot model [12,13] is well known and
widely used in the research community.
In this model, each channel maintains a channel status ﬂag,
which can be either “good” or “bad”. While the channel is in
the good state, there is very few packet loss; while in the bad
state, most packets are lost. The model has several parameters:
temporal error correlation, probabilities of a good or bad chan-
nel, and the probabilities of error given that the channel is in
the good or the bad state. To mitigate the computational com-
plexity, a simpliﬁed version of the Gilbert-Elliot model is also
in use. In this version, if a packet loss occurs while the chan-
nel is in the good state, the channel immediately switches to
the bad state. Similarly, whenever a packet is received success-
fully while the system is in the bad state, the channel switches
to the good state. Let us assume the probabilities of staying
in the good state and the bad state are
￿ and
￿
, respectively.
The probabilityof any packet loss occurringin the good state is
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ , and the probabilityof any successful packet deliveryin
the bad state is
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ . The model is depicted in Figure 1. We
refer the Gilbert-Elliot model to this simpliﬁed version in this
work.
Fig. 1. The simpliﬁed Gilbert-Elliot model.
In this model, packet losses are temporally independent.
Therefore, both the loss burst and loss-free burst lengths are
geometrically distributed. As a result, the good-to-bad transi-
tion probability
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where
! is a uniformly distributed random variable with values
between 0 and 1,
" is the good-to-bador bad-to-goodtransition
probability,dependingonwhetherit istheloss burstorloss-free
burst that is under calculation.
The Gilbert-Elliot model is simple to implement. However,
the distributions of loss or loss-free burst length are usually
more complicated in real traces. In particular, it is difﬁcult to
use one distribution to model the bursts. In [15], Nguyen et
al. collected a large number of packet traces in a 2Mbps Lu-
cent WaveLAN network. Based on the traces, the burst length
distribution is split into several segments. In each segment the
distribution is set to a modiﬁed exponential or Pareto function
with parameters set to best match the real trace in that segment.
The values of the parameters are obtained by applying linear
regression. The authors showed that this composite model is
more realistic than the simple Gilbert-Elliot model in terms of
cumulativedistributionfunctionof the burst lengthdistribution.
An alternative approach is to use higher order Markov process
to model packet losses [7,8]. This method is usually more ac-
curate than the two-state model at the expense of higher com-
putational overhead. Since our focus is on loss density and not
on the model for losses at individual receivers, we adopt the
simpliﬁed Gilbert-Elliot model in this work as the individual
loss model for wireless receivers. However, our basic approach
couldbe usedin combinationwith otherindividualloss models.
2B. Spatial Loss Correlation
The multicast packet loss correlation in wide area networks
has been addressed in a number of research works. In [3],
Yajnick et al. collected packet traces at multiple sites in the
MBONE multicast network. They calculated the loss covari-
ance in each pair of traces and observed certain degree of spa-
tial loss correlation among multicast sites. In [16], the impact
of loss correlation is addressed. The authors studied group loss
probabilities in shared loss multicast communications for the
design of forward error correction algorithms. They presented
the cumulative distribution function of successful delivery in a
multicast tree, as well as the expected value of packet loss burst
length and other properties.
For local area networks, however,spatial loss correlationhas
not been studied extensively. One reason is that the packet loss
rate is extremely low in wired LANs, while the demand for
multicast applications in relatively high-loss wireless LANs is
still relatively small. With the advent of mobile and ubiquitous
computing era, this situation is likely to be changed. Collabo-
rative and interactive learning in the classroom, with temporary
wireless LANs comprising students’ laptop computers, is one
example of wireless multicast applications. Other examples in-
clude management of factories and military installations, com-
munication aboard ships, temporary disaster relief sites, and so
forth.
The spatial correlation of wireless losses has been well stud-
ied at the signal propagation level. It is discovered that the sig-
nalstrengthatmultipleantennasis correlatediftheantennasare
close to each other [10,17]. Since the wireless signal strength is
modeled as random variables, and ﬁltering an uncorrelatedran-
dom process usually leads to a correlated random process, the
modeled signal strength array with a desired covariance matrix
can be generated by multiplying the uncorrelated process with
any square root of this matrix [18]. Different from these works,
we focus on modeling spatial correlation at the packet level in
this study. Moreover, we noticed there exists loss correlation
even between stations that are well separated.
C. Effects of Loss Density
To quantify the signiﬁcance of the spatial loss correlation,
we introduce the concept of loss density, which deﬁnes the per-
centage of the receivers that lose a particular packet. Formally,
let
￿ be the total number of receivers, and
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ the number of
receivers that lose packet
￿
. Then the loss density for packet
￿
is, simply:
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￿
￿
￿
￿
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￿
￿
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￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ .
Loss density is a function of packet number and hence of
time. Its value reﬂects the overall correlation of packet losses
among all multicast group members at a particular point in
time. Loss density greatly affects the performance of multi-
cast protocols. For example, in NACK-based reliable multicast
protocols [1], each receiver sends retransmission request to the
sender when a packet loss is detected. The number of receivers
sendingretransmission request, or equivalentlythe loss density,
will determine the intensity of this feedback trafﬁc. Since the
feedback shares the communication channel with the forward
data trafﬁc in wireless LANs, the intensity of the feedback will
affect the throughput of the reliable multicast protocol. More-
over, in the IEEE 802.11 infrastructure mode [19], the uplink
feedback trafﬁc will cause queueing losses at the Access Point
(AP)if thesenderis locatedon a connectedwirednetwork[20].
In Figure 2, we plot the simulation results of data packet ser-
vice time (the time needed to acquire the channel and transmit
a packet) at the AP versus the number of feedback-sending re-
ceivers. In the simulation, the packet size is set to 1400 bytes
and the receivers send aggregated feedback for every group of
20 packets. The ﬁgure clearly shows the data packet service
time will increase as more receiverslose packets and send feed-
backsimultaneously. Theslowdownof the datatrafﬁc is caused
by the increasing degree of channel contention imposed by the
feedback trafﬁc at the AP. Clearly, high loss density can dra-
matically affect communication performance.
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Fig. 2. Effect of feedback trafﬁc on AP service time.
If the sender is located on a wired network, as in many proxy
systems [21,22], the increased service time can cause not only
slowdown, but also queueing losses at the AP. If the sender is
slow to adjust the data rate, the incomingdata packets will soon
use up all the buffer space at the AP. We observed this phe-
nomenon in our experiments, in which we conﬁgured a wired
sender to multicast packets to six wireless receivers. We divide
the transmission into nine continuous stages, each of which is
approximately 5 minutes long. In statges 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9, none
of the receivers sends feedback to the sender. In stage 2, one
receiver sends feedback by unicasting. In stage 4, one receiver
sends feedback,but using multicast instead of unicast. In stages
6 and 8, ﬁve receivers send feedback by unicasting and mul-
ticasting, respectively. We plot the average loss rate in each
stage in Figure 3, which shows that packet loss is exacerbated
when morereceivers start sendingfeedbackpackets. Moreover,
multicasting feedback causes more data packet losses than uni-
casting does [20]. These results indicate that the loss density,
which directly affect the amount of feedback from receivers,
has signiﬁcant impact on the performance of reliable multicast
protocols in wireless LANs.
III. DATA COLLECTION
In this section we describethe data collectionprocedureused
in this study. Our experimental environment, depicted in Fig-
ure 4, consists of a wired LAN and a wireless LAN. The wired
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Fig. 3. Effect of feedback trafﬁc on packet loss.
LAN is a 100MbpsFast Ethernetthat connects severalworksta-
tions. The wired LAN is extended by a Cisco Aironet wireless
LAN through a Cisco Aironet 340 Series Base Station. The
wireless stations include desktop computers and Dell laptop
computers, each conﬁgured with a Cisco Aironet 340 or 350
Series Wireless Card. The Aironet network is IEEE 802.11b
compatible, using CSMA/CA access control and operating at
2.4GHz. The maximum raw bit rate is 11Mbps, although the
achievable thoughput is much lower in practice [23].
Fig. 4. Experimental environment.
The workstations are mainly Dell desktop computers with
1GHz Pentium III CPU and 512MB memory. The laptop com-
puters have either a 1GHz Pentium III CPU or a 300MHz CPU,
and 256MB memory. Both the desktop and laptop comput-
ers are conﬁgured with either Windows NT or Windows 2000.
We built two programs using the Windows socket interface: a
sender program and a receiver program. In the experiments we
conﬁguredthe senderprocess on a wired workstation,while the
receivers were located on laptop computers or on desktop com-
puters with wireless network interface cards. This is a typical
scenariofor contentdistributionapplicationsinvolvingwireless
stations, where the sender might be a proxy redirect the multi-
cast ﬂow from other remote senders.
We conducted a series of experiments and collected packet
traces. The sender programtransmits data packets at a speciﬁed
rate to the set of receivers by multicasting. Each data packet
is assigned a unique sequence number. The receiver program
checksthesequencenumberofthereceivedpacketsandrecords
the sequence numbers of lost packets. The program saves these
data into packet trace ﬁles together with information on corre-
sponding loss burst lengths. From a saved trace we can calcu-
late the averageloss burst length,averageloss-free burst length,
standard deviations and burst length distributions. These values
reﬂect the basic characteristics of packet loss patterns.
Packet losses in a wireless LAN can be caused by reasons
other than wireless propagation errors, for example, conges-
tion. Congestion can happen at the access point when the data
rate of the wired network is greater than the bandwidth of the
wireless network, and at receiver when the receiver program
is not running fast enough to process packets and empty ker-
nel buffers before new packets arrive. We have observed very
high packet losses when packets are transmitted without ﬂow
control [20]. Such losses are very likely caused by buffer over-
ﬂow. Since we are interested in modeling propagationlosses, it
is important to exclude these “non-propagation” and protocol-
dependent losses from the trace ﬁles.
Applyingﬂow controlis an effectiveapproachto reducecon-
gestion and queueing losses. Taking into account the theoreti-
cal saturation throughput of approximately 7Mbps in an IEEE
802.11b network [23], we use ﬂow control at the sender to
limit sending rate at 6Mbps. In case no other trafﬁc exists on
the wireless channel, this action will greatly reduce the packet
losses caused by congestion. We also collected packet traces
at much lower sending rates, such as 2Mbps. At such sending
rate, ourreceiver programsare always able to keep up with data
arrivals.
In the experiment,we set up ten wireless receivers, including
laptops and wireless card installed desktop computers. They
were scattered around the AP, from within 2 meters to about
30 meters away. The conﬁgurationand location of the receivers
areshowninFigure5 andFigure6. Betweenthe tworoomsand
betweenthe roomandthecorridorareconcretewalls. Thereare
partitionsin eachroomthatseparate the receivers. We collected
16 packet traces, each 15 minutes long. The packet size is 1400
bytes. The sending rate was set to either 6Mbps or 2Mbps, and
there was no other trafﬁc in the wireless LAN.
As mentioned earlier, a critical prerequisite in developing a
propagation loss model is to remove any queueing losses from
packet traces. Although we inserted inter-packet delays at the
sender to limit the sending rate below 6Mbps, and there was no
other trafﬁc in the wireless channel, we cannot guarantee that
queueingloss does not sometimes occur. One possible cause of
queueingloss is the irregulartime-consumingoperationstaking
place at the access point, such as the transmission and process-
ing of management packets [19]. Since our focus is to model
the wireless multicast propagationlosses, and since the amount
of queueinglosses in packet traces will affectthe distributionof
loss density, we need to exclude all queueing losses to generate
an accurate model. A queueing loss will producehigh loss den-
sity value (in fact, it will equal 1 for any packets lost). That is
to say, a queueing loss at the access point will lead to a packet
missing at every receiver. Therefore, only a packet loss shared
by all receivers could be a queueing loss. We use this prop-
erty to guarantee that queueing losses are eliminated from the
packet traces.
Let us assume packet losses are spatially independent. We
can easily show how likely it is that a propagationloss common
to all nodes will occur. Let
￿ be the number of receivers,
"
￿
￿ be
the packet loss rate at receiver
￿
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in the average loss rates from our traces, as shown in the next
section, and setting
￿
￿
￿
￿
, we obtain the probability to be
almost 0.)
The occurrence probability of a common propagation loss
is extremely low in a typical multicast wireless LAN environ-
ment (where
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
"
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
). Consequently, it seems safe
for us to take all occurrences of such common losses as queue-
ing losses and exclude them from the packet traces. In reality,
however, packet losses at multiple receivers are not indepen-
dent. A packet in propagation with weak signal power will be
probably lost at all receivers. On the other hand, the average
loss rate does not reﬂect the actual loss probability at a partic-
ular time point due to the burstiness of wireless losses. There-
fore, using this approach to exclude queuing losses might also
delete quite a few propagation losses. To estimate the degree
of this overkill, we calculate the distribution of loss density in
the original traces. Since all traces exhibit similar loss density
distribution, we plot only one of them in Figure 7. The ﬁg-
ure shows the probability of a loss common to all nodes in the
trace is signiﬁcantly higher than it should be if it were a prop-
agation loss, given the trend in loss density at 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and
1. On the other hand, the ﬁgure also shows that the percentage
of losses common to most or all nodes is very small, approx-
imately 0.0001. Therefore, even if we exclude all the com-
mon losses from the traces, the burst length distribution in the
traces will not be signiﬁcantly affected, while such processing
of the traces will greatly increase the accuracy of propagation
loss density estimation.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS
In this section, we examine the collected packet traces and
show the analysis results of one typical trace group. First we
choose a typical trace at one receiver to study the local packet
loss distribution. Then we calculate the temporal loss pattern
parameters at each receiver, such as average loss burst length
and loss-free burst length. The results clearly show the effect of
distance on overall packet loss rate. The spatial correlation is
then studied. We calculate the correlation coefﬁcient for each
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Fig. 7. Loss density distribution.
pair of receivers. The results as well as the distribution of loss
density are presented.
A. Temporal Loss Characteristics
We choose a typical trace and plot it in Figure 8. In the ﬁg-
ure, although the average loss rate is very low, the receiver ex-
periencesseverelosses at certaintimepoints. Theloss burst can
occasionallybe as long as several hundredpackets (not shown).
However, loss bursts are only several packets long on average,
and most of them are single packet losses. On the other hand,
the loss free burst, or the distance between two consecutive loss
bursts, is usually several hundred packets long. A few loss free
bursts are even longer than 10,000 packets (also not shown).
Therefore, applications running over wireless networks might
experience no packet loss at all for a long period of time, but
then lose many packets in a burst.
We plot the average loss rate, average loss burst length and
average loss-free burst length at the 10 different receivers in
Figure 9. The traces at different receivers exhibit different
packet loss patterns. Basically, the distance from the AP de-
termines packet loss rate at a receiver. The receivers that are
more than 20 meters away from the AP exhibit poor perfor-
mance, while there is little performance difference among re-
ceivers that are located within 10 meters from the AP. From
Figure 9 we see that the average loss burst length is not corre-
lated to the distance from the AP to the receiver. On the other
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Fig. 8. Typical packet trace in wireless LAN.
hand, the average loss-free burst length is larger when the re-
ceiver is closer to the AP. In other words, loss-free burst length
is inversely proportionalto loss rate. Therefore,a high loss rate
is mainly due to the high frequency of loss bursts instead of
large loss bursts.
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Fig. 9. Packet trace statistics.
Distance is not the only factor that affects the loss pattern
at a station. The environment around a station determines the
level of location-dependent random noise interference, thus it
also affects the loss pattern. Sometimes the loss caused by in-
terference may be more signiﬁcant than the distance-dependent
loss. We attribute the anomalous behavior in Figure 9 (such as
the loss rates of nodes 6, 7, 8, the loss burst length at nodes 2
and 6, and the loss-free burst length at nodes 4 and 5) to such
factors.
B. Spatial Loss Correlation
As described in [24], wireless loss is caused by distance-
dependent signal degradation and location-dependent random
interference. In a multicast group, loss patterns vary at differ-
ent wireless stations because losses are distance- and location-
dependent. On the other hand, in our experiments, as well
as in all other one-to-many multicast applications, the packet
source is the same for all receivers. When packets are trans-
mitted from a wired station to wireless network throughthe AP,
variable conditions at the AP such as transmission power level
changeswill affectthepacketloss probabilityat receivers. Con-
sequently, those losses are likely correlated.
We developeda programto compare packet-by-packetstatus
(received or lost) in two traces. Let
￿ be the total number of
packets,
￿ be the number of losses in the ﬁrst trace,
￿ be the
number of losses in the second trace,
￿ be the number of pack-
ets lost in both traces, we calculate the correlationcoefﬁcient of
each trace pair using the following formula:
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In Figure 10 we plot the correlation coefﬁcient for each pair of
traces. The ﬁgure shows that receivers located at similar dis-
tance from the AP exhibit relatively high loss correlation. This
is due to the fact that they share a large number of distance-
dependent losses. However, the absolute value of the correla-
tion coefﬁcient is low, which implies that, besides the variation
of distance-dependent losses, there are quite a few losses that
are location-dependent random losses. On the other hand, the
receiverslocated at differentdistances fromthe AP exhibit very
low loss correlation. In fact, the correlation coefﬁcient is near
zero, which means the losses are almost independent among
those receivers.
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Fig. 10. Packet loss correlation.
To reﬂect the overall loss correlation in the group instead of
in each pair, we calculate the loss density of the traces. Ob-
viously, packet loss correlation has signiﬁcant effect on this
function. To show the effect, we compare the loss density of
6the real traces with that of the traces generated by the indepen-
dent model. We ﬁrst consider an ideal case. Assume temporal
packet loss distribution is Bernoulli, and spatial distribution is
IID (Identical Independent Distribution). Let the loss rate at
each receiver be
" , and let the number of receivers be
￿ . Then
the probability of
￿ out of
￿ receivers simultaneously suffer-
ing a loss is given by the probability mass function of Binomial
distribution:
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Since the probability of at least one receiver suffering a loss is
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
"
￿
￿
,
the ratio of
￿ -receiver losses to all losses is equivalent to the
conditional probability of an
￿ -receiver loss occurrence given
the fact that a packet is lost:
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ .
This is also the probabilitymass functionof loss density
￿
￿ . We
set
" tothemeanoftheaveragelossrates acrossall receivers. In
Figure 11 we plot the distribution of loss density from the real
traces and compare it with that of the analytical results. (The
value correspondingto loss density 1 is absent in the real traces
since the common losses have been excluded.)
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Fig. 11. Loss density comparison.
The naive assumption of temporally even distribution in the
above analysis does not hold since we know wireless losses are
bursty. To make a more accurate comparison, we generate in-
dividual traces from the Gilbert-Elliot model for each receiver,
with the good-to-bad transition probability set to the reciprocal
of the average loss free burst length, and the bad-to-good tran-
sition probability set to the reciprocal of the average loss burst
length. We calculate the distribution of loss density from the
generated trace and also plot it in Figure 11 (simulation trace
with independentlosses). The distribution shown is the average
of ﬁve runs in which the random seeds of trace generation were
varied. No values correspond to loss density above 0.4 because
no such losses occur in the generated traces.
It is clear that the independent model signiﬁcantly underesti-
mates the probability of high loss density losses. Although the
absolute value of the probability for those losses is very low, a
singlesuchoccurrencemaysigniﬁcantlyaffecttheperformance
of multicast applications. As we saw in Figure 2, the increased
service time can lead to an avalanche effect, especially when
the multicast group is large. Figure 11 also implies that the
loss density distributions are similar among the two indepen-
dent models, regardless of the actual loss models used at the
individual receivers. Therefore, the correlated model that we
will describe in next section is orthogonal to any approaches
aiming to improve modeling accuracy at individual stations.
V. MODELING SPATIAL LOSS CORRELATION
In this section we introduce our approach of integrating spa-
tial correlation constraint into the independent temporal packet
loss models. We use loss density constraint for illustration.
First we describe the general strategy. Then we present the pro-
cedure of loss density modeling. Next, three algorithms are
proposed for correlating independent packet losses. The per-
formance of these algorithms is compared and the statistics of
the resulting correlated packet losses are presented.
A. The General Strategy
To comply with the loss density constraint, packet losses at
receiversinamulticastgroupshouldnotbeindependentlymod-
eled. The basic idea of our multi-stage approach is to indepen-
dently generate packet traces for each receiver at ﬁrst, using
conventionalmodels (for example, using Gilbert-Elliot model).
The parameters of these models are set according to the loca-
tion of the receivers, as well as to the interference scenario of
the multicast transmission. The generated traces are then mod-
iﬁed so that the overall group loss satisﬁes the loss density con-
straint.
Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst determine the loss density for each
packet. Then the receivers that should experience packet loss
are explicitly selected. Our goal is to minimize the chance of
conﬂicts between the loss density requirement and the tempo-
ral models at individual receivers. The strategy is to rearrange
the temporal order of either loss density random process or lo-
cal packet loss bursts to avoid such conﬂicts. In the resulting
traces, the loss density constraint is fully satisﬁed and the burst
length distribution of each individual model is not signiﬁcantly
changed. On the other hand, the temporal order of bursts spec-
iﬁed by the models may be compromised. For example, an ap-
plication that is exposed to heavy losses at the beginning of its
lifetime in independent model might suffer heavy losses at the
end instead of the beginning in the correlated model due to re-
arrangement of loss bursts. However, these kinds of temporal
order changes will unlikely have more signiﬁcant impacts on
the multicast applications than the loss density does. Moreover,
mostwireless loss modelsdonotspecifythe modelingaccuracy
ofloss temporalorders. Therefore,it is worthwhileto makethis
trade off.
Our approach supports any modeling strategy for both loss
density and individual local packet losses. In fact, it operates
on generated traces and does not directly involve mathematical
modeling. As an example, we next describe how to generate a
loss density distribution that matches the real loss density.
7B. The Loss Density Distribution
The ﬁrst step of our approachis to determinethe loss density.
We plot the CDF of the loss density of our traces in Figure 12.
To ﬁnd the distribution in the high loss-density section, we plot
thefunction(1-CDF)onalogarithmicgraphinFigure13. Since
our primary goal here is to show how the approach works, we
use a straight line to approximate the (1-CDF) function on the
logarithmic graph to avoid unnecessary complexity. Therefore,
the loss density is modeled as an exponential distribution and
the value of the parameter
￿ is obtainedby applyingregression.
For this particular trace group, the value of
￿ is 15.6404. The
resulting CDF is also plotted in Figure 12 and it matches rela-
tively well to the real data. Now we can obtain the loss density
of each packet from the formula
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￿ ,
where
! is a uniformly distributed random variable with val-
ues falling in the range of
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￿
￿
￿
￿
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￿
￿
￿ to 1.
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C. Correlating Packet Losses
Nextwe select the receiversthat are subjectto loss ofthe cur-
rent packet. Due to the constraint of loss density, it is possible
that we have to set some receivers to loss-free state even if their
localmodelsdemandthemtobeinlossstate, orviceversa. This
preemption of loss/loss-free state changes the length of current
burst and affects the loss/loss-free burst length distribution as
well as the local packet loss rate. Our goal is to minimize the
impact of such changes.
To illustrate the behavior of our algorithms, we use an
￿
￿
￿
￿
matrix
￿ to denote the global packet delivery status, where
￿
is the number of total packets transmitted, and
￿ is the number
of receivers in the group. The value of the matrix element
￿
￿
￿
￿
can be either 0 or 1, where 0 denotes the
￿
th packet is success-
fully delivered to receiver
￿ , while 1 means the packet is lost at
receiver
￿ . Let another
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ matrix
￿
￿
￿ be the global packet
delivery status after the processing. Let
￿
￿
be the loss density
vectorand
￿
￿ bethe
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
vector. Inotherwords,
￿
￿
￿ denotesthe
loss density at the
￿
th packet, and
￿
￿
￿ and
￿
￿
￿
￿ denotes the real or
expected
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
, or equivalently,the number of receivers losing
the
￿
th packet. Formally,
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￿ .
Let
￿
!
￿ denote the number of packet losses added to receiver
￿
due to preemption, and let
￿
"
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#
￿
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￿
￿ be the total number
of losses at receiver
￿ . Moreover, let
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￿ be the average
packet loss rate at receiver
￿ .
We propose three algorithms for correlating packet losses.
The ﬁrst is called Sequential Processing (SP) algorithm. This
is a simple and straightforward algorithm. It processes packet
losses sequentially using only current loss status. The second
is called Loss Density Rearrangement (LDR) algorithm. This
is an enhanced version of SP algorithm. It rearranges loss den-
sity values in order to minimize the numberof affected packets.
The third is called Loss Burst Rearrangement(LBR) algorithm.
It rearranges loss and/or loss-free bursts in order to minimize
the changes on burst length distributions. All these algorithms
can generate packet loss traces that satisfy the loss density con-
straint. However, each algorithm has different advantages and
disadvantages. Subsequently we describe these algorithms in
detail.
1. Sequential Processing (SP) Algorithm
The SP algorithm works as follows: at each step
￿
, the algo-
rithm calculates the difference between the real and expected
width
￿
￿
￿ and
￿
￿
￿
￿ . If the real width is greater than the expected
width, then we need to select
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ receivers in loss state
and change their states to loss-free. Similarly, if the real width
is less than the expected width, then we need to select
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
receivers in loss-free state and change to loss state. We always
select the eligible receivers with higher
￿
!
￿ values for loss to
loss-free transitions and lower
￿
!
￿ values for loss-free to loss
transitions in order to minimize the changes to local packet loss
rate. The algorithm is shown in Figure 14.
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Fig. 14. The Sequential Processing algorithm.
The major advantage of the SP algorithm is its simplicity. It
does not need to maintain the entire global packet delivery sta-
tus matrix
￿ , and is fast on processing packet losses. There-
fore,theSP algorithmis themostsuitableforonlineprocessing.
Its computational complexity is
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ . However, it may sig-
niﬁcantly change the local packet loss statistics in both packet
loss temporal order and burst length distribution. Let
" be the
total numberof rows where the expected width
￿
￿
￿
￿ is non-zero.
Then in the worst case, there are
"
￿
￿
￿
" packets of which the
loss state is toggled.
2. Loss Density Rearrangement (LDR) Algorithm
The LDR algorithm works as follows: it ﬁrst sorts the real
and expected width vectors
￿
￿ and
￿
￿
￿ in descending order, then
processes packet losses in this order. At each step
￿
, the algo-
rithm selects the packet (row) corresponding to
￿
￿
￿ and adjusts
the loss status of this packet at each receiver using the same
strategy as in the SP algorithm. It terminates when both
￿
￿
￿ and
￿
￿
￿
￿ becomes zero. The algorithm is shown in Figure 15
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Fig. 15. The Loss Density Rearrangement algorithm.
Compared with the SP algorithm, the major advantage of the
LDR algorithm is that the resulting delivery status
￿
￿
￿ is more
similar to the original status
￿ than that of the SP algorithm
on packet loss temporal order. In other words, the number of
packets whose loss state is toggled is minimized. This is due
to the fact that we paired off the non-zero real and expected
width in descending order so that in each row the number of
9state changes is minimized and the number of rows that are af-
fectedis also minimized. On theotherhand,theLDR algorithm
is not sequential. It needs to know the width of all rows before-
hand to sort the width vectors so that it is not suitable for on-
line modeling. Moreover, it needs to maintain the entire global
packet delivery status matrix
￿ . The computational complex-
ity is
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ .
3. Loss Burst Rearrangement (LBR) Algorithm
The LBR algorithm rearranges the temporal order of
loss/loss-free bursts in order to satisfy the loss density con-
straint. The algorithm works as follows: it maintains two
preempted-burst lists, one for loss burst and another for loss-
free burst, and two preempting-burst lists for each receiver. At
ﬁrst, it scans thepacketloss states andgeneratesaloss burstand
a loss-free burst list at each receiver. Then it processes packets
rowbyrowlike in theSP andLDR algorithms. At eachstep
￿
, it
determineshowmanyreceiversneedto changetheirpacketloss
state and selects a set of receivers. The selection strategy will
be described later. For each selected receiver, the effect of state
change is expressed as the change of bursts. If the original state
is loss, then the receiver is in a loss burst. Assume the loss burst
starts at packet
￿ , and the length of this burst is
￿ , By changing
the state to loss-free at
￿
, we effectively replaced the loss burst
of length
￿ by a new loss burst of length
￿
￿
￿ . We call the
original burst as preempted burst and the new burst as preempt-
ing burst. To maintain the burst length distribution, we need to
keep the preempted burst for later usage and match an unused
original burst to the preempting burst. On the other hand, from
the position
￿
we started a new loss-free burst. We also need
to select an unused original loss-free burst as this new burst in
order to minimize the impact on burst length distribution.
We perform the burst management as follows: for the pre-
empted loss burst
￿
, we scan the preempting-loss-burst list at
the receiver. If we ﬁnd a burst
￿
￿ in the preempting-loss-burst
list that has the same length as the preempted burst
￿
, which
means a non-original loss burst
￿
￿ with the same length has
been used somewhere and we can image it is the preempted
burst
￿
being used there, then we do not need to keep the pre-
empted burst
￿
(since it has been used if we take
￿
￿ as
￿
), nor
weneedtokeep
￿
￿ anymoresinceitnowbecomesan“original”
burst. So we simply mark
￿
as “used” and remove
￿
￿ from the
preempting-loss-burst list. We call this process as “neutraliza-
tion”. If no such non-original burst is found, we put
￿
into the
preempted-loss-burst list.
For the preempting loss burst, we scan the preempted-loss-
burst list for the chance of neutralization. If a matching burst is
found,then it is removedfromthe preempted-loss-burstlist and
marked as “used”, and the preempting loss burst is discarded.
Otherwise, we scan the original loss burst list for the chance
of neutralization, if the content of the entire list is available.
If no such unused original loss burst is found, then we put the
preempting loss burst into the preempting-loss-burst list.
For the new loss-free burst starting at the current position,
we take the ﬁrst burst in the preempted-loss-free-burst list. We
remove this burst from the list, and use it as the new loss-free
burst. We do not mark it as “used” at this time since it may be
preempted again at the next step. If the preempted-loss-free-
burst list is empty, then we take the ﬁrst unused burst in the
original loss-free burst list, and use it as the new loss-free burst.
The whole processing is similar if we need to change the state
from loss-free to loss at step
￿
.
We can see from the above description, that the preempted-
burstlists containburststhatshouldhavebeenusedbuthavenot
been really used yet. On the other hand, the preempting-burst
lists contain bursts that should not be used but have anyway
been used somewhere. In order to maintain the burst length
distribution, we should keep the size of the lists as small as
possible. Therefore, we always select the receivers at each step
that can reduce the size of their lists through the processing at
this step. If no such receivers exist, then we select the receivers
of which the sum of the size of the four lists is minimum in
order to avoid buffer overﬂow. The LBR algorithm is shown in
Figure 16.
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/* this receiver has the least number of in-list (sus-
pended) bursts */
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H for state transition */
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/* end of if */
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/* found enough receivers */
￿
/* end of for */
for (each receiver
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/* process each selected receiver */
if (PringB(
H )
J PredLBList(
H ))
7
/* the current preempting burst is found in the preempted
loss-burst list */
PredLBList(
H )
9
PredLBList(
H )- PringB(
H )
/* remove the current preempting burst from the
preempted loss-burst list */
￿
else
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/* the current preempting burst is a new burst not in
the preempted loss-burst list */
PringLBList(
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/* add the current preempting burst to the preempting
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/* end of if */
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loss-burst list */
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list */
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7
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CurLFB(
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H ).pop()
/* remove the ﬁrst burst from the preempted loss-free-
burst list, and use it as the next loss-free burst */
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/* end of if */
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/* update the row width vector since the selected burst
may have changed the status of subsequent rows */
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/* end of for */
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￿
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/* this receiver has the least number of in-list (sus-
pended) bursts */
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/* select receiver
H for state transition */
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/* end of if */
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/* found enough receivers */
￿
/* end of for */
for (each receiver
H
K
J
8
)
7
/* process each selected receiver */
if (PringB(
H )
J PredLFBList(
H ))
7
/* the current preempting burst is found in the preempted
loss-free-burst list */
PredLFBList(
H )
9
PredLFBList(
H )- PringB(
H )
/* remove the current preempting burst from the
preempted loss-free-burst list */
￿
else
7
/* the current preempting burst is a new burst not in
the preempted loss-free-burst list */
PringLFBList(
H )
9
PringLFBList(
H )
￿
PringB(
H )
/* add the current preempting burst to the preempting
loss-free-burst list */
￿
/* end of if */
if (PredB(
H )
J PringLFBList(
H ))
7
/* the current preempted burst is found in the preempting
loss-free-burst list */
PringLFBList(
H )
9
PringLFBList(
H )- PredB(
H )
/* remove the current preempted burst from the pre-
empting loss-free-burst list */
￿
else
7
/* the current preempted burst is not in the preempt-
ing loss-free-burst list */
PredLFBList(
H )
9
PredLFBList(
H )
￿
PredB(
H )
/* add the current preempted burst to the preempted
loss-free-burst list */
￿
/* end of if */
if (PredLBList(
H ) ==
;
)
7
/* the preempted loss-burst list is empty */
CurLB(
H )
9
LB(
H ).next()
/* select the next loss busrt from the original burst list */
￿
else
7
/* the preempted loss-burst list is not empty */
CurLB(
H )
9
PredLBlist(
H ).pop()
/* remove the ﬁrst burst from the preempted loss-burst
list, and use it as the next loss burst */
￿
/* end of if */
Update(
+
, )
/* update the row width vector since the selected burst
may have changed the status of subsequent rows */
￿
/* end of for */
￿
/* end of if */
0
E
E /* processing the next packet */
￿
/* end of while */
end
Fig. 16. The Loss Burst Rearrangement algorithm.
We illustrate the LBR processing in Figure 17. In the exam-
ple, the loss density constraint demands exactly two out of the
threereceiverslose the currentpacket. However,onlyreceiver1
is currently in loss state. In this case, our algorithm selects an-
otherreceiver, sayreceiver2,andpreemptsthecurrentloss-free
burst with a newly generated loss burst (with length 4). The ex-
pected and actual length of the loss-free burst are recorded in
the preempted and preempting burst list at receiver2 (5 and 2
respectively). As a result of the preemption, the current packet
will be lost at both receiver1 and receiver2. Next time when re-
ceiver2 needs a new loss-free burst, it will pick up the recorded
burst(withlength5)andremoveit fromthepreemptedloss-free
burst list. When the list becomes empty and receiver2 needs a
loss-free burst again, it will use its local model to generate a
new burst. If the length of the generated burst happens to be
2, the recorded burst with length 2 in the preempting loss-free
burst list will be removed and the generated burst be discarded.
In this case receiver2 will use the local model to generatea new
burst again.
Compared with the SP and LDR algorithms, the major ad-
vantage of the LBR algorithm is that the burst length distribu-
tion in the resulting packet traces does not change much. This
implies that a receiver will experiencesimilar bursts as it would
do using the original packet loss trace. Moreover, the packet
loss rate at each receiver is almost the same as in the original
packet loss scenario. However, this algorithm does not aim to
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Fig. 17. Example of burst preemption in the correlated model.
maintain the temporalorder of packet losses. Consequently,the
resulting packet trace may look very different from the orig-
inal trace although they may have the same burst length dis-
tribution and packet loss rate. Let
￿
￿ be the size of the pre-
empted/preemptingburst lists, and
￿
￿
￿ be the number of original
bursts, then the computational complexity of LBR algorithm is
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ if it scans the original burst list for preempt-
ing burst neutralization, and
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ if it does not.
D. Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of our approach by compar-
ing the loss density, average loss rate, average burst length, and
burst length distribution before and after the processing. We
also calculate the correlation coefﬁcient between the original
and processed traces. Our results show the processed traces can
satisfy the loss density constraint while reasonably preserving
the temporal characteristics in the original traces. Among the
three algorithms, LBP is the best in preserving burst length dis-
tributions. On the other hand, LDP is good at achieving high
temporal similarity with the original traces. Applications can
choose different algorithms according to their speciﬁcations.
To conduct the evaluation, we ﬁrst generate 10 independent
loss tracesusingGilbert-Elliotmodel. Thestatetransitionprob-
abilities are obtained from the real traces. Then we run our
algorithms to process the traces. After that, we compare the
characteristics of the resulting traces with the original ones.
1. Loss Density
Our approach guarantees the resulting loss density matches
the exponential distribution described in the previous section.
This is veriﬁed by our resulting traces. The comparison of the
loss density distribution is shown in Figure 18. In fact, all the
three algorithms generated packet traces with exactly the same
loss density distribution as expected. Therefore we only show
the results from one algorithm. From the ﬁgure we can see that,
even if we simply use an exponential curve to approximate the
loss density distribution, the resulting model is much closer to
the real traces, for high loss density values, than in the indepen-
dent model.
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Fig. 18. Comparison of loss density distribution.
2. Average Loss Rate and Burst Length
To satisfy the loss density constraint, our algorithms have to
frequently change the packet loss status at individual receivers.
Therefore, the resulting average loss rate as well as the aver-
age loss/loss-free burst lengths may be different from that in
the original traces. Figure 19 and Figure 20 quantify the effects
on loss rate and burst length respectively. Figure 19 shows the
impact on loss rate is insigniﬁcant, especially for the SP and
LBR algorithms. The LBR algorithm processes packet traces
by rearranging loss/loss-free bursts, therefore it does not re-
ally add or remove packet losses to the traces. Accumulatively
the number of packet losses should be the same, as veriﬁed
in the ﬁgure. Interestingly, SP has good performance on loss
rate while LDP does not. It seems LDP tends to add packet
losses to high-quality receivers while remove losses from those
experiencing high losses. This is probably caused by the fact
that LDP processes packets in the descending order of their
loss density values. In this way, the high loss density rows are
likely to be always paired with a higher expected loss density
requirement. Therefore there should be more rows that need to
add losses rather than remove losses. A high-quality receiver is
more likely to be chosen for loss addition. On the other hand,
it is also more likely to be chosen for loss removal if a receiver
has already addeda loss, since both the SP and LDR algorithms
maintain an addition counter for each receiver. The random SP
algorithm achieves good addition/removal balance for each re-
ceiver. However,iftherearemoreadditionsthanremovals,asin
the LDR algorithm, the high-quality receivers will have lower
chance to counter-react to the added losses.
Figure20 shows the reciprocalof averageloss/loss-free burst
length for each algorithm. Again the LBR algorithm is good at
preserving the trace property of average burst length. The SP
and LDR algorithms tend to produceshorter loss bursts, since a
long burst is easily to be interrupted by these algorithms. Gen-
erally the LDR algorithm has better performance than the SP
algorithm, especially at high-loss receivers.
3. Burst Length Distribution
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Fig. 19. Comparison of average packet loss rate.
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Fig. 20. Comparison of average loss/loss-free burst length.
Figure 21 shows the effects of our algorithms on the loss
burstlengthdistributionandtheloss-freeburstdistribution. The
presented data is for
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
. Once again the LBR algorithm is
provedto have good performance. The LDR algorithm also has
comparable performance for loss burst length, but it seems the
algorithm generated a few long loss-free bursts. This is proba-
blydueto thefact that LDR is less likely tosplit a longloss-free
burst when compared to SP, where the random loss-free to loss
transitions may generate a large number of small bursts, which
can be observed in the ﬁgure. Generally speaking, although the
burstlengthdistributionmightbeslightlychangedafterthepro-
cessing, the impact is not signiﬁcant especially when the local
model itself does not perform well on the burst length distribu-
tion modeling.
4. Temporal Similarity
 
Fig. 21. Comparison of burst length distribution.
We calculate the correlation coefﬁcient between the original
and processed traces to show the temporal similarity between
the pair. A higher correlation coefﬁcient value denotes better-
preserved temporal similarity. We can imagine this metric as
the matched section proportion of two temporal loss curves.
Figure 22 shows the correlation coefﬁcient values correspond-
ing to the three algorithms. It shows the LDR algorithm can
achieve high temporal similarity, especially for high-loss re-
ceivers. This is expected since the algorithm only affects the
loss status of a relatively small number of packets. On the con-
trary, the LBR algorithm does not have good performance on
this metric. The burst rearrangement re-shufﬂes the loss status
so that the temporal loss curve may be totally changed. The SP
algorithm performs somewhere between LDR and LBR algo-
rithms.
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Fig. 22. Comparison of correlation coefﬁcient between original and processed
traces.
13VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we described our experience in measuring and
modeling multicast packet losses in an IEEE 802.11 wireless
LAN.We collectedalargenumberofpackettraces. Whencom-
paring the packet loss characteristics among traces in the same
group, we observed that the packet losses at multiple receivers
are often correlated. We introduced the concept of loss density,
which we use to measure the degree of the correlation. Lastly,
we proposed an approach to model multicast packet losses in
wireless LANs that takes this spatial loss correlation into ac-
count. This approach is likely orthogonal to other approaches
that aim to improve the modeling accuracy for individual sta-
tions. Simulation results show the proposed approach is more
accurate than the conventional independent loss approach in
modeling multicast packet losses. This approach can also be
applied in other environments where both temporal and spatial
packet loss characteristics should be considered.
While the improvement in modeling accuracy is shown for
the collected traces, the signiﬁcance and the validity of the ap-
proach in networks with different conﬁgurations needs to be
evaluated. The modeling of the loss density distribution could
be further enhanced (for example, split the loss density curve
into two segments and use different exponential distribution to
model them). Finally, the effect of the improved model on per-
formance evaluation of real multicast applications requires in-
vestigation.
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